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t is nearly impossible to conceive of a federal
organization whose mission is not inextricably
linked with effectively leveraged digital content.
The strategic approach of managing information as
a core agency function rather than a niche technical concern is an important shift ― it has driven agencies to install executive-level officials to
oversee data and IT operations. Still, this shift has
seen significant obstacles, the largest of which is
the content itself.

MOVING THE LEGACY BOULDERS:
CURRENT STATE OF DIGITAL CONTENT IT
Many federal organizations have been stagnant in
the content management space for decades, which
has resulted in the preservation of alarmingly dated
systems. These legacy systems are not equipped to
handle today’s data needs yet continue to linger.1,
2
The problem is not new, but it has lately become
more severe: a recent digitization effort has led to
an unprecedented accumulation of digital content,
much of which is unstructured.3, 4 To complicate
things, the problems are not restricted to mounting
content growth: obsolete information technology (IT)
also creates security vulnerabilities, overburdens
in-house IT staff, and consumes precious financial
resources otherwise
usable for IT modernization.5, 6
siloed design

Fueled by newly spawned data sources― sensors,
tablets, and smartphones among them ― unstructured data (i.e., data that is not readily inserted
into a table or other easily recognizable format) is
growing as both an asset and a burden for the federal government. Ongoing
digitization and data collection trends will ensure
Legacy systems’
that an increasingly larger
is a fatal flaw ― rather than
share and quantity of
agencies’ content will asintegrate information from
sume some form of digital
asset in the near future.
disparate sources and create

Legacy systems’ siloed
design is a fatal flaw
― rather than integrate information from
sources and
opportunities for cross-platform disparate
In tandem with the general
create opportunities for
IT modernization pains
cross-platform analysis,
analysis, IT silos separate and
that agencies are already
IT silos separate and
isolate digital content, seriously isolate digital content,
experiencing, extracting
value from unstructured
seriously inhibiting
inhibiting end-users’ ability to
data is a key concern for
end-users’ ability to
convert data into insights.
today’s agency official. The
convert data into inconsequences of a limited
sights.7 Additionally, legcontent strategy are plenacy systems are much
tiful, but can be summarized in four major themes:
more susceptible to rudimentary data loss ― though
much of the concern around data preservation
ÎÎ Legacy technology is hindering agencies’ use of an
focuses on thwarting external network breaches
entire suite of digital assets.
and malicious internal actors, many organizations
permanently lose precious content due to improper
ÎÎ A lack of standards undermines interoperability and
backups and other, similarly benign causes.8
data-sharing potential.
ÎÎ Organizations’ network security and data integrity
are imperiled by the maintenance of unmonitored
and disorganized digital content on dated
platforms.
ÎÎ Budgetary constraints and limitations make it
challenging for federal organizations to launch
effective data strategies, though cost-cutting
opportunities exist.

This report will dive into these major challenge areas
and illustrate some federal agencies’ paths out of the
digital content jungle.

CONNECTING DATA TO INSIGHTS:
STANDARDIZING DATA,
INTEROPERABILITY, AND ANALYTICS
Data standards are vital for preserving usability in
an unstructured data environment. Whereas the
data landscape of just ten years ago allowed agencies to maintain rough data management standards and practices, the quantity and variety of
digital content today are simply too great to continue an ad hoc approach to content management.
Federal organizations have historically struggled to
effectively store, manage, and implement relatively
straightforward data types: one of the biggest concerns is the dissemination of personally identifi-
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able information (PII) through images, texts, and
other unstructured data types.9 Now, these same
agencies are faced with nearly endless streams of
video files, PDF documents, health records, and
email messages that are not standardized and
thus made virtually unusable in analysis.10, 11

PICKING UP THE PIECES: IMPACT OF
CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRITY
ON SECURITY

The federal government is a prime target for a
variety of cybercriminals, including nation-state
actors as well as independent hackers looking to
To keep agencies afloat in such a data deluge, it
profit from data insecurity. While most agencies
will be crucial to enforce data standards like data
have largely been able to safeguard themselves
ownership, openness, and metadata protocols at
against major breaches, the growth in data variety
the agency level as well as the government-wide
and volume has simultaneously made it harder to
level. Although standardization efforts are already
keep track of enterprise assets and increasingly
under way, more will have to be done to fully
tempting for criminals to launch cyber attacks on
modernize the federal government’s modernization
public entities. Despite the best intentions of the
efforts: non-IT imperatives like financial transparFederal Information Security Management Act (FISency and constituent reMA), agencies sometimes
sponsiveness standards
inadvertently underTo keep agencies afloat in such mine each other while
are heavily dependent on
success in IT realms like
maintaining information
a data deluge, it will be crucial
digital content managemanagement standards,
ment.12, 13 Various statutes
to enforce data standards like
leading to avoidable secuand regulatory guidelines
rity exposure.21 This ‘data
data ownership, openness,
(e.g., FITARA, FISMA, and
blindness’ ― i.e., IT officials
the DATA Act of 2015)
and metadata protocols at
or senior agency leaders
have been introduced
having a limited view of
the agency level as well as the
to ease the burden on
enterprise data ― is creatfederal agencies, but
ing security concerns for
government-wide level.
these policies are typthe federal government.
ically strategic and do
For federal entities with
not provide a step-by-step blueprint for ensurespecially large content burdens, the problem is
ing interoperability. The efforts have seen mixed
exacerbated by the growing inability of humans to
success: while some agencies laud the impact of
manually tag and track assets ranging from health
government-wide policy on standardization and
records to snippets of recorded conversations.22
data management best practices, others are critical
While many federal agencies have systems for
of the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach and argue for
managing data and operations, there is evidence
greater flexibility and deference to the individual
that the presence of cybersecurity vulnerabilities is
federal organization.14, 15
not uncommon: in addition to the infamous OPM
Practices like shareable storage and governance
breach of 2015, NASA has reported high levels of seprotocols are as likely to improve legacy content
curity failures.23 Inherently siloed content platforms
systems as they are to function effectively in mod― among them learning management systems, benern solutions.16 Still, standards prove most useful
efits management systems, and content managein conditions suited for their adoption ― these inment systems ― also place strain on organizations’
clude the ‘opening’ of federal government software
security efforts.24, 25 By forcing federal IT managers to
source code, uniform compliance reporting, and
secure dozens of platforms, configure security tools
the definition of core data elements.17, 18, 19 A recent
to fit the requirements of different content systems,
report by the American Technology Council (ATC)
and maintain disparate instruments without a
explains the rationale for aligning IT modernization
functional ‘command center’, organizations increase
with IT standards modernization: “Agencies work
the likelihood that a nefarious actor will eventually
highly autonomously, with only occasional collabcompromise a key system.
oration across organizations and little sharing of
information, standards, and best practices. This deThe introduction of enterprise content management
gree of fragmentation, lack of common standards,
(ECM) brought the promise of ameliorating some of
and lack of coordination drives costly redundanthese vulnerabilities through enhanced digital asset
cies and inefficiencies in procurement actions,
management. Features like enterprise-wide cloud
contracting vehicles, and customization of common
storage, adherence to information classification
information technology solutions.20
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standards, and alignment with existing IT infrastructure were presented as uniquely poised to address
today’s security needs.26, 27 However, the growth in
the volume and variety of content has been so
immense that ECM systems have not always been
able to integrate and present unstructured data for
effective use. These shortcomings bring agencies
back to the pre-ECM status quo: a heightened risk of
both external threats and internal vulnerabilities.28, 29

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE: IMPACT OF
BUDGET AND RESOURCES ON FEDERAL
CONTENT MANAGEMENT

The path for modern governance already exists:
aligning human capital management with tech-oriented business problems, understanding the role of
digital assets in business challenges, and strategically using newly accessible content that was unavailable through older applications.40 The strategic
component is perhaps less defined: while legacy
IT continues to occupy large shares of agencies’ IT
budgets and even modest modernization efforts may
seem financially difficult, effectively aggregating and
digesting scattered organizational assets has the
potential to benefit federal agencies.

LEVERAGING CURRENT TOOLS AND

Government agencies’ financial constraints are
ENSURING THE RIGHT FIT
no secret and IT modernization is a perennially
With developments in content digitization increasat-risk line item. With many agencies still finalizing
ing at considerable pace, mission success will
their storage, analytics, and governance strategies,
belong to those that are able to pivot from rote
not everyone in the federal government is actucontent management to effective analysis aided
ally seeing major cost shifts in exchange for their
by automated tagging and platform integration. An
investments.30, 31 Senior officials are looking for
opportunities to maintain regulatory compliance
effective transition rests on organizations’ ability
and implement cutting-edge technologies in a way
to implement a comprehensive approach to digital
that is fiscally sustainable.32 One potential route for
asset management, including innovative tools and a
achieving this is greater
deeper understanding of
integration between the
content. For federal agenThe path for modern
strategies federal orgacies looking to enhance
nizations use to leverage
enterprise-level data
governance already exists:
insights from structured
governance and shore up
aligning human capital
data (e.g., analytics and
security vulnerabilities, a
predictive modeling) with
reevaluation of existing
management with techthe disintegrated tools
content strategies in light
that harness unstructured
of developing technolooriented business problems,
content, which considergies may prove fruitful.
understanding the role of
ably lag behind the former
Because many federal
at many organizations.33
digital assets in business
entities already utilize
challenges, and strategically
Some agencies are realizECM or an assortment of
ing storage and managelegacy content tools, the
using
newly
accessible
content
ment savings; others are
drain on organizational
that was unavailable through
seeing enterprise-wide
resources can be minisavings driven by an
mized ― offerings under a
older applications.
increased capacity to sift
content services platform
through troves of various
(CSP) take advantage
types of digital information.34, 35, 36 NASA, OPM, and
of existing digital asset infrastructure and workHHS have all documented cost savings as a result
flows, and are intentionally engineered to comply
of IT modernization efforts that prioritize effective
with government-wide technology modernization
data management.37, 38, 39 Applied to enterprise-level
efforts. Integrating a comprehensive, organizacontent strategy broadly, these savings allow agention-level approach to unstructured data mancies to shift away from a legacy-dominated digital
agement with existing cloud migration and data
asset infrastructure and allocate greater resources
center consolidation efforts has the potential to
towards mission-critical operations.
unleash resources currently shackled to wasteful
or redundant processes.
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